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About This Game

Risky Wings is intense flying game where you score points by flying risky.
The closer (and longer) you fly to the obstacles the more points you get.

Your movement costs energy, and bumping into things costs even more. Keep an eye on your energy-level, because 'out of
energy' means 'GAME OVER'.

Levels are procedurally generated, so they're never exactly the same. Memorizing won't help (much), you need to learn to react
to situation at hand and make best choice, really fast. A single mistake (probably) won't kill you, but two mistakes in the row

will be fatal.

Chose how competitive or meditative your flight will be :

arcade — find all required rune-keys to unlock portal to the next world

challenge — play single world for highest score combo-chain (ranked on leaderboard)
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dark flight — survive to the end in (almost) complete darkness (ranked on leaderboard)

zone — never-ending zone where only way to restore energy is to score points (ranked on leaderboard)

zen — no scoring, no damage, just flight of fun and relaxation

Score for every flight earns you some experience points, and each level-up gives one upgrade-point.
Those upgrade-points can be spent for number of upgrades and unlockable moves (horizontal and vertical dodge, air-brakes

etc).
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Title: Risky Wings
Genre: Action, Racing
Developer:
FireVector
Publisher:
FireVector
Release Date: 31 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 Service Pack 1

Processor: Core-i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4000

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 700 MB available space

Sound Card: any

Additional Notes: KB2999226 must be installed https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/2999226/update-for-universal-c-
runtime-in-windows

English,French,German,Russian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese
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risky wings. risky wingsuit

drunkenly bought this instead of crysis 3, basically is just stupid \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Unity assets compiled together
to make a waste of time, Gun Models look worse than the ones on the original doom games, the play value is minus 1000 due to
the fact that as soon as you boot it up you feel like a moron, i hope nobody wastes such a small amount of money on this
Pros: the developer has probably made 6$ at best from this \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665kin of a game
Cons: makes you feel like a mug, also not made for 4k gaming

i wasted 6 mins on the loo just so i could tell the devs to either spend another 10 years to polish their product, or to ask for their
day jobs back
also all the maps are buggy as\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Definitely a game with potential. It's a sick Monster Rancher
game with a dose of reality, with an ending that obscure the message of the game. But as i said, potential.

The devs managed to came up with an interesting world and i would love to see it getting explored either in a story update, a
sequel, or even a spin-off game.

Since i have no shame, i would love to drop this video review of mine, it's in Indonesian with English subtitle:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D3BtNUff-78

. This game is pretty fun needs a litle more content. While this port of 'Escape from Monkey Island' is functional on this
platform, it is nearly unplayable!

The remastered versions of the original classics from the 90's have had a lot of TLC, whoever this game does away with the
"point and click" style that made the earlier entires fun albiet confusing but with the mouse you could click on every part of the
screen to at least try to find the clues (before getting frustrated, finding the walkthrough online and beating the entire game in
20 minutes) this version you're at the mercy of using the keyboard, there's no table of contents that could be found or otherwise
accessed easily, and I found myself pressing each button on the keyboard to figure out the number pad movies Guybrush around
(basically if I need to press ctrl-alt-delete to leave a game that hasn't crashed, it's a dud)

Also for some bizarre reason they decided to recast the voice actress who played the very British Elaine Marley with an
American one, which is distracting to say the least.

Only for die hard fans of this dated genre, don't waste your hard drive space or your time with this one.... Starfighter Arduxim
has everything you want from a starfighter game, minus cutting edge graphics and an open world, but for this price, you can't
pass it up. Multiple game modes for multiplayer, single player campaign, and HOTAS support. I actually find I like the control
more than Elite dangerous! The screenshots don't do this game very much justice.
. NIce little game with pretty difficult gameplay. worth to play specially for any platformer fan.. "Mr. Gorbachev tear down this
wall.". 10\/10 made me shoot up my school
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i realy wanted to like this game, i like all the elements in it, but it has massive control problems. is is not playable, at least with
keyboard and keyboard + mouse is worse. it is a bad port.
i am getting a refund.. I am enjoying this game but can totally see why it has received a "Mixed" reception.

The gameplay of Laraan is very simple platforming, consisting mostly of running ahead and jumping between cliffsides while
avoiding falling to your "death" (you are just warped back to a checkpoint) or running into various traps (ceilings that collapse
and kill you, or blades that spring from walls...) the game's graphical style is all very abstract and minimalistic, which is part of
the reason I was drawn to it. Laraan frames itself with a somewhat religious storyline at its opening, but it doesn't beat you over
the head with that kind of content throughout the game itself.

Laraan looks pretty good in motion and your character's main running animation is well-done, which you will see most often.
The jump is also pretty well-animated but it does begin to look a bit strange seeing it repeated over and over. The same sound
effect loops every time you use the jump, which you will be doing often, regarldess of whether you land early or not, you'll hear
the same repetitive "whoooooosh!" to completion every time you jump. The music you hear throughout the levels are well done,
however... and you see different environments often.

This game's biggest problems include the camera bugging the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 out at times, warping super close to
your character before dislodging from whatever terrain it's become stuck on temporarily (an example of how close the camera
can suddenly jump, from the more pulled-back view is here: 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1123476606) and worse the game seeming to annoyingly (and almost
game-breakingly in some ways...) gravitate you toward certain paths or anchor points as you're running or jumping.

Let's say (hypothetically of course, not that I've been dying and restarting this same section over and over in the game partly due
to its lame graivty-pulling during the platforming..) you are running down an area which has two parallels paths you can take, the
path on the right has ceilings that drop and crush you that you have to time to run by or roll under, and on your left are various
cliffs and blades that pop out from the wall that might hit you as you're jumping. You may have your character lined up to jump
forward, thinking to yourself to thread the gap between the blades on your left or land before running into the collapsing ceiling
on your right, giving yourself a second to time when to move forward and risk being crushed, but then game will "pull" you
toward a different spot as you're mid-sprint, or mid-jump in the air. It's not severe, but in certain sections (such as this 2 hallway
section) it throws your character off just enough to \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up your planned route and have you for instance
drift into the blades because your character is too busy being pulled toward a spot other than where you had intended. I've seen
other games do this as well, and to try to rationalize it I think it's just a way that mostly "straight-ahead" sequences can kind of
funnel the player along the intended path to complete the level, but it's a crappy thing to encounter in other games and seeing it
in Laraan is no different.

If I didn't enjoy this game's art style as much as I do, I would be less likely to recommend it for that reason. The platforming
(when you aren't being affected by severe anchor points\/player-funneling) can be immersive and fun. The game also strikes an
interesting tone between shifting environments from feeling relaxing and open to close and menacing, which reflect its story of
the afterlife well.

Laraan is an interesting game with a cool concept and I love its minimalist visual style, but its technical faults can become
bothersome.

PS the speeder bike segment was pretty horrible.. Honestly, while I had a certain amount of fun with this title, I don't think I can
recommend it in good conscience. The game suffers from an extremely low production values, with most of its sound effects
and music being stock, royalty-free sounds and music downloaded from the Internet, rather cringe-worthy animation, average
art style, extremely simple puzzles, rather non-sensical storyline, very bad technical problems (the game didn't support the native
resolution of my monitor, so I had to play it on a laptop) and an extremely short length (it only took me 2 hours to beat this). I
bought it for about a dollar from a sale, and it was the first modern hidden object game that I ever played, so I don't regret my
purchase too much. But, all things considered, I really can't recommend it to anybody.. There isn't really much to say about this
game, because there isn't actually anything to do. You can litterly only do bowling, and sit on some chairs. For a game that's
supposed to come out in 3 months, it's really concerning. Everything is either coming soon or a concept art gallery. You can
colour your avatar too so that's cool I guess, but there is nothing to do.

Just one question for the devs:
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Why would you release a game in this state? It's basically committing steam suicide.

Quick side note: Game runs fine on high for me, running an R9 290 at ~60fps most of the time, but really, for a game with this
little to do, it should run fine.. The interface is too poor to tolerate attempting to play the game.. Still one of the best in it's own
way. Has unique but learnable physics and options to change the ball speed so it feels like you're playing underwater.. One of the
best episodes so far from season 2.
You get to see T-H-E-M... Buoyed by the excellent reviews, I downloaded La Peri. I was finished it in 9 minutes. It is barely
interactive, and the 'narrative' is difficult to understand. The 4th act was visually interesting, but the whole experience was quite
underwhelming to say the least. Fleshed out into a full performance that you were actually involved in, this could be visually
spectacular and engaging. As is though, $11 for 9 minutes of almost no interaction simply doesn't cut it.. Can't come up with
anything more accurate than "physics-based skill game". You control a ball by attracting it to those two circles, with just two
respective buttons. Controls are floaty by definition, but it's mostly fine. Getting used to such controls is a lot of fun. It is very
pleasurable to move around each one of those bends.

Then annoying obstacles get in your way... not a big fan of what they add to the game, but you gotta have some challenge! And
the game is indeed very difficult. I don't think I'll ever complete every level. But at the same time, getting 100% achievements is
easier than that, so that should give the sense of accomplishment. Unlocking all the levels is also quite a feat, because you need
to complete preceding levels fast enough. By the way, speedrunning is at the core of the game: your score is based only on time.
But don't worry, if you just can't succeed at some poorly designed difficult level, you can compensate for it by improving your
time on other, more pleasant levels.

Even though the game is controlled with just 2 buttons, I was left dissatisfied by having to use arrow keys.

There is no music, which is fine. Sound effects are few and not very pleasant, but I didn't have any urges to turn them off.
Obviously, there is no story. The graphics you can see on the screenshots.

You may say the price could be lower, but you do get around 8 hours of gameplay out of it.

All in all a great game. It does have a few problems, but they mostly don't show up until later. Do give it a try.

\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2606\u2606\u2606. Developer reused so many objects of Spandau and even
textures on roads are not good. I can't believe it is 35-Euro payware addon. Most of freeware maps have better quality.

I paid 35 Euro because of Solaris IV. Map is, as expected, waste of money again.

Sorry, but, I can't recommend it at all.
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